Array of vortex rings in circular synthetic jets was investigated experimentally by instantaneous velocity measurements using a hot-wire anemometer. The ensemble averaged velocities were derived by referencing the oscillatory flow in a circular orifice. The contours of the ensemble averaged velocity showed that the elliptical shaped high-velocity regions were generated per a cycle of the oscillatory flow. These high-velocity regions were caused by vortex rings, consequently their travelling and disappearance in the downstream indicated the convection and collapse of the vortex rings. The structures of vortex array were examined for seven dimensionless strokes of the oscillatory flow range of L/d = 0.712-7.10, where the stroke L was the length of the fluid ejected in an oscillatory cycle and d is the diameter of the orifice. It was found that vortex rings with nearly equal intervals along the jet axis travelled downstream, and collapsed in a further downstream location. In the process of vortex collapse, no direct interactions with the neighbouring vortices were observed. For the dimensionless strokes larger than 3.6, it was observed the vortex ring accompanied weak and small trailing vortex rings. It was also found that dimensionless convection velocities of vortex ring were independent of the stroke, but the spatial intervals of vortex rings increased as the stroke was increased. As the stroke was increased, the location of the vortex collapse moved downstream. The correlation between the location of the vortex collapse and the starting point of jet width growth was good. The effect of the stroke on the jet evolution was attributed to the change in the location of the vortex collapse.
Introduction
A synthetic jet is a mean flow produced by an oscillatory flow through an orifice or a slit (Glezer and Amitay, 2002) . A typical synthetic jet actuator consists of an orifice, a cavity, and a vibrating boundary such as a piezoelectric diaphragm disk, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The oscillatory flow through the orifice has no net-mass-flux but can generate a mean jet flow. As the disk vibrates, the volume of the cavity changes, and an oscillatory flow through the orifice is generated. In case the amplitude of the oscillatory flow is larger than a critical value, a vortex ring detaches from the orifice and moves away from the orifice by the self-induced velocity of the vortex ring. As the cycle is repeated, an array of vortex rings is formed outside the orifice and induces a mean jet flow called "synthetic jet", in a sense being synthesised from the surrounding fluids.
The synthetic jet actuator requires no fluid source and converts the electric energy directly to fluid momentum. Thus, synthetic jets have attracted much attention in recent years because of their potential for flow separation control (Gilarranz an Glezer, 1999 There ha characteristic synthetic jets phase, and fo spreading ra matching jet their spreadin
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Experimental conditions
The whole flow field of a circular synthetic jet is governed by the characteristics of the oscillatory flow in the orifice. With a simple slug flow model wherein the oscillatory flow in the orifice is uniform and sinusoidal, the flow can be expressed in the form u = u a sin(2f s t), where u a is the amplitude of the velocity and f s is the oscillation frequency. This oscillatory flow can be represented by a velocity scale and a frequency f s . When the rms velocity u s ' (= u a / 2 ) is used as a velocity scale instead of the amplitude u a , the synthetic jet flow is governed by the following four parameters: By analogy with vortex formation (Glezer and Amitay, 2002) and by the dimensional analysis (Koso and Morita, 2010, 2014) , the dimensionless stroke and Reynolds number have been identified as the primary parameters of synthetic jet flows.
The stroke L is defined as the length of a slug of fluid ejected during the expulsion phase in a cycle and calculated as L= , where T (=1/f s ) is the time period of a cycle. The dimensionless stroke is expressed by
The Reynolds number Re = u s 'd/is based on the rms velocity u s ' in the orifice, orifice diameter d, and kinematic viscosity of fluid.
The circulation  ejected during one cycle of the oscillation is calculated by 
The actual flow in the orifice was not uniform, so the velocity measured in the centre of the orifice was used to represent the oscillatory flow. Table 1 shows the experimental conditions studied. To examine the effect of the stroke, the dimensionless stroke L/d was varied from 0.712 to 7.10 with nearly constant Reynolds numbers of Re = 2500 and 2700. These strokes exceeded the critical stroke of L/d = 0.5 for synthetic jet formation. The rms velocities were kept nearly the same, and the frequencies were changed. The lower frequency range of f s = 100-300 Hz was examined using the actuator with a speaker. Figure 4 shows the mean velocity profiles with different strokes of L/d = 1.02 and 4.75. For both cases, typical jet flow profiles were formed and they resembled continuous turbulent jets. In these figures, the velocities just outside of the orifice are not presented because the flows in that region contain instantaneous reverse flows, and such velocities cannot be measured precisely using a hot-wire anemometer. The close comparison between two synthetic jets indicates xample of calc 7000 cycle p ory flow in th = 0.1, the peak but was displa locity was ob that the suctio rifice. In Fig.  y constant. Th became no co ontours of en m the ensemble on was ejecte as shown at t/ n velocity out uction velocity nsity of the hig e further down can be caused as an inner r ection and co tours of ensem s travelled dow rved. It is inte collapse. nsemble avera well. The large pulsion phase spatial interva owed the leadi in the case of L .02 (Fig. 8) , th (Fig. 9) e profiles of t figures is t/T ssible to exam rtex ring in th ownstream fo led downward in the peak ve also clarified collapse move d 7.10, weak rved in impul depending on t ith the similar soon, as show The conv neighbouring ring, except ities were der maximum ve ame for all th ge scattering d he vortex ring far not to affe ng is express e (Lamb, 1932 t t/T = 0.5.
Results and discussion 3.1 Mean velocity field and jet width
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